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          Product: WebViewer

Product Version: 7.3.1

Is it possible to remove color picker from the UI, similarly to how you can remove annotation tools from the header?
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I would rather remove it, because at the moment color picker on mobile looks broken:


[image: Screenshot_20210929-152149 (1)]
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                    Ticked checkboxes aren't displayed with docx documents
                    


                    Is there any way to use entire annotation toolsHeader on right side of webviewer vertically?
                    

                    Custom form field with icon
                    

                    Smoother Freehand Annotations
                    

                    Add Padding to Signatures
                    

                    Incorrect annotation layer position when a parent div container has the "postion: relative" CSS property
                    

                    Text annotation is not select text when create and can not start typing to change text in iPad/iPhone
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Rich text
	Accessibility
	Modifying WebViewer Server - Updating PDFNet
	Default UI for WebViewer

APIs:	LicenseKey
	Core - options
	UI - options

Forums:	Serving WebViewer via ASP.NET - “Corrupted Reserved Bit” Warning
	Creating a signature field in a PDF using JavaScript
	WebViewer - Underline of Free Text gets longer when reloading page ( F5 )
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          Hello @InessaSurfly,

Thanks for reaching out!

You can disable the color picker by targeting its data-element attribute of colorPalette as seen here:


[image: image]
image1566×373 118 KB



The APIs to disable/enable elements can be found in our guide here:
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And the result you should see is something like this:

[image: image]


I would rather remove it, because at the moment color picker on mobile looks broken:



To clarify, may I ask what is “broken” about it? Is it because two color pickers are overlapping one another? If I’ve understood the issue correctly, may I ask what steps you took to make this happen?
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